
 READING identifying contrasting ideas

 CRITICAL THINKING recognizing evaluative language 

 VOCABULARY reporting verbs

 WRITING using evidence to support an argument

 GRAMMAR noun clauses2Business
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UNIT  
OBJECTIVE

UNIT QUESTION

How is work changing?
A. Discuss these questions with your classmates.

1. What kinds of jobs do you think will not be needed in the future?

2. How has the workplace changed since your parents or grandparents 
were your age?

3. Look at the photo. Have you ever used services provided by people 
doing “gigs” (temporary jobs), such as delivering food? What type of 
service was it? How was your experience?

B. Listen to The Q Classroom online. Then answer these questions.

1. How do Marcus, Sophy, Yuna, and Felix think that work is changing?

2. What do you think about their ideas?

 PRACTICE  Go to the online discussion board to discuss the 
Unit Question with your classmates. Practice  Unit 2  Activity 1

Read two articles that support and criticize the “gig economy.” Gather information and 
ideas to write an article for your school or university career services newsletter arguing 
why a particular job is a good choice in the changing workplace.
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Who Wins in the Gig Economy,  
and Who Loses?
You are going to read an article by Diane Mulachy from Harvard Business Review 
about the winners and losers in the sharing, or “gig,” economy. Use the article to 
gather information and ideas for your Unit Assignment.

PREVIEW THE READING
A. PREVIEW Who do you think benefits from sharing services that pay you to 

drive your car, rent a room, or do small jobs for other people?

B. QUICK WRITE Do you prefer to use taxis or ride-sharing services? Do you 
prefer hotels or rooms rented directly from the owner? What services could 
you offer that people would pay for? Write for 5–10 minutes. Remember to 
use this section for your Unit Assignment.

C. VOCABULARY Check (✓) the words and phrases you know. Use a 
dictionary to define any new or unknown words or phrases. Then discuss 
with a partner how the words and phrases will relate to the unit.

automate (v.) 

benefits (pl. n.) + OPAL

discrimination (n.) + OPAL

expertise (n.) + OPAL

gig (n.) +  
job security (n. phr.) 

labor (n.) +  
on the margins (prep. phr.) 

substitute (v.) + OPAL

take advantage of (v. phr.) 

the other end of the spectrum (n. phr.) OPAL

wage (n.) +  

+ Oxford 5000™ words OPAL Oxford Phrasal Academic Lexicon

 PRACTICE  Go online to listen and practice your pronunciation.  
Practice  Unit 2  Activity 2

READING 1

OBJECTIVE 
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WORK WITH THE READING
A. INVESTIGATE Read the article and gather information about winners and 

losers in the gig economy.

1 pension: an amount of money paid regularly to somebody who is considered to be too old to work
2 disaggregate: to separate
3 garner: to obtain or collect

1  The winners and losers in the U.S. economy have traditionally been easy to identify. 
If you had a full-time job, you won. A full-time job provided the steady income needed 
to support our traditional version of the American Dream: the house, the cars, the latest 
consumer goods. A full-time job was also the only way to access important employer-
provided benefits, such as health insurance and a pension1, as well as protections against 
workplace injuries, discrimination, and harassment. Without a full-time job, a true sense of 
security was elusive, benefits were inaccessible, and you were more likely to be stranded 
on the margins of the labor market, observing rather than living the American Dream.

2  All of that is changing. Work is being disaggregated2 from jobs and reorganized into a 
variety of alternative arrangements, such as consulting projects, freelance assignments, 
and contract opportunities. Independent workers can obtain health insurance and save 
for retirement without an employer. The American Dream is transforming to prioritize 
experiences over material goods and quality of life over quantity of stuff. Most important, 
the absence of job security opens up new possibilities for a portfolio of gigs to provide a 
more meaningful and robust sense of income security than any full-time job can.

3  As the jobs-based economy gives way to the gig economy, winners and losers are 
determined by the type of worker you are—or can become.

4  Workers with specialized skills, deep expertise, or in-demand experience win in the 
gig economy. They can command attractive wages, garner3 challenging and interesting 
work, and structure their own working lives. Workers who possess strong technical, 
management, leadership, or creative abilities can best take advantage of the opportunity 
to create a working life that incorporates flexibility, independence, and meaning.

Who Wins in the Gig Economy, 
and Who Loses?
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B. VOCABULARY Complete the sentences with the vocabulary from Reading 1.

automated 
benefits 
discrimination
expertise 

gig 
job security
labor
on the margins 

substitute 
take advantage of
the other end of the spectrum
wage

1. The job requires   in coding and website design.

2. People without a high school education often live   of society.

3. You can   this new opportunity by visiting our website today!

4. I don’t have  , so I can be fired at any time.

5. The job includes   such as health insurance and vacation time.

6. If your work can be  , you might be replaced by a robot.

7. Many countries have a minimum  , which is the lowest amount you can 

be paid for an hour of work.

8. On one sharing website, you can rent a small room in someone’s house or, on 

 , you can rent an entire luxury house.

9. Older people may suffer   when they apply for a new job because some 

companies prefer to hire young workers.

 10. The   market refers to the number of people who are available for work 

in relation to the number of jobs available.

 11. Fast-food restaurants are starting to   touch screens for employees to 

take your order.

 12. In the   economy, workers may have many small jobs instead of one 

full-time job.

 PRACTICE  Go online for more practice with the vocabulary.  
Practice  Unit 2  Activity 3

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
The corpus shows that 
the other end of the 
spectrum is a useful 
phrase in academic 
writing for showing 
contrast. It is often used 
at the start of a sentence 
with the prepositions 
at or on. The phrase 
is not as common in 
spoken English.

OPAL
Oxford Phrasal Academic Lexicon
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WRITE WHAT YOU THINK
A. DISCUSS Discuss the questions in a group. Think about the Unit Question, 

“How is work changing?”

1. How has the gig economy changed the way we work?

2. Would you prefer to have gig work or a traditional full-time job?

3. Are there other winners and losers in the gig economy apart from those 
discussed in Reading 1?

B. CREATE Choose one of the questions from Activity A and write one to two 
paragraphs in response. Look back at your Quick Write on page 36 as you 
think about what you learned.

READING SKILL Identifying contrasting ideas

Authors often present several different opinions in order to provide a balanced 
argument. They may also add their own opinion, which might differ from those 
of other experts. 

To follow the authors’ arguments and main ideas, it is important to recognize 
whose opinion you are reading and to be aware of different opinions in a text. 
Here are some words and phrases you can look for to identify a new opinion or a 
different opinion.

Phrases that introduce an opinion Phrases that show a different opinion

according to . . .
in a recent study, . . .
a recent report found that . . .
advocates claim that . . .
a critic might say . . .
some people regard/see this as . . .

however / on the other hand . . .
in contrast (to), as opposed to . . .
X points out that . . .
. . . but rather/instead . . .
his/her concern is that . . .
other experts argue that . . .
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The Dark Side of the Gig Economy
You are going to read a magazine article about the problems of the gig economy.  
Use the article to gather information and ideas for your Unit Assignment.

PREVIEW THE READING
A. PREVIEW Read the first and last sentences of each paragraph. What 

problems with the gig economy do you expect the article to discuss?

B. QUICK WRITE What might be the negative consequences of working in the 
sharing economy? Who makes money from ride-sharing services and other 
sharing platforms? Is flexibility more important than job security? Write for 
5–10 minutes. Remember to use this section for your Unit Assignment.

C. VOCABULARY Check (✓) the words and phrases you know. Use a 
dictionary to define any unknown words or phrases. Then discuss with a 
partner how the words and phrases will relate to the unit.

accumulate (v.) + OPAL

algorithm (n.) 

at stake (prep. phr.)

demand (n.) + OPAL

entry-level (adj.) 
freelancer (n.)

hypothetical (adj.) OPAL

scraps (pl. n.)

supply (n.) + OPAL

take a cut (v. phr.) 

the degree of (n. phr.) OPAL

transaction (n.) + 

+ Oxford 5000™ words OPAL Oxford Phrasal Academic Lexicon

 PRACTICE  Go online to listen and practice your pronunciation.  
Practice  Unit 2  Activity 6

READING 2

OBJECTIVE 
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WORK WITH THE READING
A. INVESTIGATE Read the article and gather information about problems 

with the sharing economy.

The Dark 
Side of 
the Gig 

Economy

1 shift: a period of time worked by a group of people who start work as another group finishes

1  We are taught from an early age that “sharing 
is caring.” We tell our children to share their toys. 
“A trouble shared is a trouble halved,” the saying 
goes. The sharing economy certainly sounds like 
a good thing. Advocates claim that the sharing 
economy is driven by the desire to benefit society. 
Thanks to popular websites and apps, users can 
share their cars, their spare bedrooms, their power 
tools, and even their own time and talents. And 
because both parties—the borrower (or seller) and 
the lender (or buyer)—review each other, these 
digital platforms create a trusting environment even 
among complete strangers. According to one of its 
earliest supporters, author Rachel Botsman, the 
gig economy takes advantage of “idle capacity” to 
better utilize assets. This should be good for the 
owner, the community, and the environment.

2  More than a decade after the first sharing sites 
emerged, the reality is starkly different. Most of 
the major players in the new sharing economy are 
for-profit companies, which take a cut of every 
transaction. While some sites continue to offer true 
sharing, most are in fact selling a product, much 
like a traditional business. With so much money 
at stake, the new world of work can be a dark, 
unfriendly place.

3  Consider the case of Jackie, a hypothetical 
worker in a coffee shop, profiled by writer Matthew 
Biggins in a recent newspaper article. Compared 
with her entry-level job, driving for a ride-sharing 
service sounds like a dream come true. Jackie can 
choose her own hours, she is her own boss, and 
she doesn’t need to worry about long shifts1 and 
small tips. Unfortunately, the dream is too good 
to be true. Because there are so many people like 
Jackie who turn to the gig economy, the supply 
of drivers quickly outpaces the demand for 
rides, so naturally prices fall. Jackie also realizes 
that she has expenses: she has to pay for gas, 
insurance, and maintenance of her car, which 
is costly because she is driving so much more. 
The only way to earn more money is to work 
unsociable hours or less desirable routes, where 
there are fewer other drivers. As a result, she isn’t 
entirely her own boss: the ride-sharing service’s 
algorithm determines when she should work, who 
she picks up, and how much money she makes. 
As Biggins explains, “gig workers do have a boss, 
and that boss is an algorithm.”

4  Former U.S. Secretary of Labor Robert Reich 
calls this the “share-the-scraps” economy. He 
argues that only the software companies earn 

For Jackie, the gig economy means unsociable hours and low pay .
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CRITICAL THINKING STRATEGY

Recognizing evaluative language 
When writers want to make an argument, especially in academic contexts, 
they often avoid phrases like I think that or in my opinion. Instead, they 
choose evaluative language that tries to align readers with an idea (that 
is, persuade them to accept it) or distance readers from an idea. When you 
read an argument, you should recognize the author’s intention and decide 
for yourself whether you agree.

While some sites continue to offer true sharing, most are in fact selling a 
product, much like a traditional business.
The gig economy was supposed to allow us to share our possessions and our 
labor, but as writer Nathan Schneider points out, instead it has created a new 
type of ownership . . .

Part of speech Aligning language Distancing language

Connectors in fact, instead, rather, 
actually

unfortunately, despite

Reporting verbs argue, prove, point out claim, assume, pretend

Modal verbs will, can may, was supposed to

Adjectives clear, evident, likely possible, worrying, unlikely, 
mistaken

Nouns truth, fact, reality suggestion, claim, assumption

Another important form of evaluation is a concession using a word such as 
while, although, or admit. The author concedes (accepts) an idea but goes on 
to disagree with it and align the reader with a different idea or opinion.

Although some workers can take advantage of the gig economy, 

others are pushed further to the margins of the labor market.

 PRACTICE  Go online to watch the Critical Thinking Video and check 
your comprehension. Practice  Unit 2  Activity 8

F. IDENTIFY Is the author trying to align or distance you from the ideas 
in bold? Write A (align) or D (distance). Circle all the relevant evaluative 
language.

  1. Ride-sharing apps were expected to reduce traffic congestion because 
each car can carry several passengers. Instead, they actually increase 
traffic problems due to the time cars are driving between rides.

  2. These services were supposed to support public transportation by 
providing an alternative to owning a car.

concession

main idea
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WORK WITH THE VIDEO
A. PREVIEW Do you think you can travel full-time and still earn a living? How?

 RESOURCES  Go online to watch the video about earning a living while 
traveling full-time. Resources  Video  Unit 2  Unit Video

B. CATEGORIZE Watch the video two or three times. Write down all the gigs 
the couple does. How do they make money? Infer the answer if it is not 
explained in the video. 

Gig How do they make money?

C. EXTEND What other gigs could you do to earn money while traveling? 
Add them to the table above.

VIDEO VOCABULARY

camper van (n .)  a 
vehicle designed 
for people to live 
and sleep in when 
they are traveling

drone (n .)  an 
aircraft without a 
pilot, controlled 
from the ground 

stock photography 
(n .)  photographs 
of common places, 
landmarks, or activities 
that are licensed for a 
variety of uses, often 
commercial ones

print (n .)  a photograph 
on paper

podcast (n .)  a digital 
audio file that can 
be downloaded from 
the Internet and 
played on a computer 
or other device
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WRITE WHAT YOU THINK
SYNTHESIZE Think about Reading 1, Reading 2, and the unit video as you 
discuss these questions. Then choose one question and write one to two 
paragraphs in response.

1. Which arguments do you find more persuasive: the ones about the benefits or 
the ones about the problems of the gig economy? Why?

2. Which should be the main goal of sharing apps and businesses in general: 
improving the society or making a profit?

3. The video shows two people who lead an “alternative lifestyle” with the 
support of gigs such as photography and podcasting. What other alternative 
lifestyles could the sharing economy support?

VOCABULARY SKILL Reporting verbs

When writing academic papers, you often need to report information, ideas, 
or research by other authors. The choice of verb in the main clause can show 
your attitude toward the source. The verb can imply a supporting, distancing, 
or neutral attitude. Use a dictionary to help you understand the exact meaning 
and use of different verbs so that you can accurately express your opinion and 
recognize other authors’ attitudes. 

Example Type of verb Explanation

The authors prove 
that freelance work 
has negative social 
consequences.

Supporting Prove means “to use facts or evidence to show 
that something is true.” The authors have 
provided enough support to convince you that 
freelance work has negative consequences.

The authors say 
that freelance work 
has negative social 
consequences.

Neutral Say means “to give information.” You are 
reporting the authors’ information without 
expressing your own opinion.

The authors claim 
that freelance work 
has negative social 
consequences.

Distancing Claim means “to say that something is 
true, although it has not been proved and 
other people may not believe it.” You do not 
completely accept the authors’ conclusion 
about freelance work.

Adverbs can also have a supporting or distancing effect on a sentence. For 
example, “The authors argue convincingly . . . ” means you are persuaded by the 
argument, whereas “The authors supposedly prove that . . . ” shows doubt about 
their conclusions.

 RESOURCES  Go online to watch the Vocabulary Skill Video.  
Resources  Video  Unit 2  Vocabulary Skill Video
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At the end of this unit, you will write an article for the opinion section of your school 
or university career services newsletter arguing why a particular job is a good choice 
in the changing world of work. Your article will include specific information from the 
readings and your own ideas.

WRITING SKILL Using evidence to support an argument

Most academic writing requires you to make an argument and try to persuade 
the reader that your opinion is correct. Writers use evidence (examples, 
quotations, statistics, explanations, etc.) to make their arguments more 
convincing. All evidence must be relevant (meaningful and connected to the 
topic), or it will confuse and not convince the reader.

The author of Reading 2, for example, used several types of evidence to support 
the argument about the dark side of the gig economy, including:

• statistics (71% of freelance workers are under 40)

• expert sources (a member of parliament, sociologists, economists)

• a hypothetical example (Jackie)

• analysis and predictions (freelance work is likely to lead to greater 
dissatisfaction)

• cause and effect (because workers’ ability to earn money is based on their 
reputation, the sharing sites exert a lot of control)

A. WRITING MODEL Read each section of this draft of an article on why 
journalism is a good career for the changing workplace. Answer the 
questions after each section.

News Matters

 The news media landscape has changed dramatically in a short time. For 
my parents, news meant the radio, a nightly TV broadcast, and the newspaper 
delivered to our house every morning. Today, we have a 24-hour news cycle 
with stories—true and false—pushed at us through websites and social media 
at all hours of the day and night. At the other end of the spectrum, newspapers 
are going out of business, and the traditional media channels seem less 
relevant in an age when everyone thinks they are a citizen-journalist. However,  
I still believe that journalism is an important career, even though the job of the 
journalist will look very different in the future.

OBJECTIVE 

TIP FOR SUCCESS
Different academic 
subjects have different 
rules for good evidence, 
so always find out what 
kind of evidence your 
reader will accept. 
Ask your teacher or 
look closely at your 
readings for examples.
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GRAMMAR Noun clauses

When writers include other people’s speech, thoughts, questions, or results in 
their writing, they often use noun clauses. A noun clause is a dependent clause 
that can replace a noun or pronoun as a subject or object. 

Some economists say that the sharing economy is bad for workers.

There are three types of noun clauses:

• Noun clauses formed from statements

Many smartphone users report (that) they use ride-sharing apps.

• Noun clauses formed from wh- questions

Jackie explained why she quit her part-time job.

• Noun clauses formed from yes/no questions 

Researchers asked if/whether freelancers were satisfied with their work.

Noun clauses formed from questions always have sentence word order (subject-
verb). They do not have the inverted word order typically used in questions, and 
they omit the form of do that is needed to form questions. 

✗	 Jackie explained why did she quit her part-time job.

Remember that you can use different verbs in the main clause to show your 
attitude toward the information in the noun clause. (See page 53.)

A. APPLY Complete the paragraph by forming correct noun clauses with that, 
if, whether, how, where, why, or who.

It can be hard to come up with a great idea for a new sharing business. For 

example, a Chinese start-up lends umbrellas to people in big cities for a small 

deposit and hourly fee. However, they soon discovered 
1

  they had lost 

300,000 umbrellas. They wondered 
2

  the umbrellas had gone. The 

company knew 
3

  had borrowed the umbrellas, so the problem seemed 

to be reliability not theft. People simply forgot 
4

  they had to return the 

umbrellas. The deposit was so low that users did not care 
5

  they lost 

their money. However, the company could not afford to lose all their umbrellas. 

Successful sharing sites have to consider 
6

  their product or service  

will be used, and ask themselves 
7

  their customers can be trusted.

main clause noun clause

noun clause

noun clause

noun clause

TIP FOR SUCCESS
The word that may be 
deleted in a noun clause, 
but it is usually kept 
in academic writing.
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PLAN AND WRITE
A. BRAINSTORM Think of two or three jobs. Brainstorm reasons why they are 

good choices in the changing world of work. 

  

  

  

  

B. PLAN Follow these steps to plan your article.

1. Choose one of the jobs. Discuss the reasons to choose this job with a partner. 
Write down any new ideas. Underline at least three of the best ideas that 
support your argument.

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

2. For each reason, find specific evidence from statistics, examples, hypothetical 
situations, experts, cause/effect logic, or other sources. Write the evidence 
next to each reason.

 RESOURCES  Go online to download and complete the outline for your 
article. Resources  Writing Tools  Unit 2  Outline

C. WRITE Use your planning notes from B to write your article. 

1. Write your newsletter article, arguing why a particular job is a good choice. 
Support each main idea with evidence from your knowledge, experience, 
or reading.

2. Look at the Self-Assessment checklist on page 62 to guide your writing.

 PRACTICE  Go online to the Writing Tutor to write your assignment.  
Practice  Unit 2  Activity 14
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REVISE AND EDIT
 RESOURCES  Go online to download the peer review worksheet.  

Resources  Writing Tools  Unit 2  Peer Review Worksheet

A. PEER REVIEW Read your partner’s article. Then use the peer review 
worksheet. Discuss the review with your partner.

B. REWRITE Based on your partner’s review, revise and rewrite your article.

C. EDIT Complete the Self-Assessment checklist as you prepare to write the 
final draft of your article. Be prepared to hand in your work or discuss it  
in class.

SELF-ASSESSMENT Yes No

Does the article build a convincing argument using main ideas supported 
with good evidence?

■ ■

Are contrasting ideas introduced clearly? ■ ■

Did you use noun clauses effectively? ■ ■

Are there a variety of reporting verbs? ■ ■

Does the article include vocabulary from the unit? ■ ■

Did you check the article for punctuation, spelling, and grammar? ■ ■

D. REFLECT Discuss these questions with a partner or group.

1. What is something new you learned in this unit?

2. Look back at the Unit Question—How is work changing? Is your answer 
different now than when you started the unit? If yes, how is it different? Why?

 PRACTICE  Go to the online discussion board to discuss the questions. 
Practice  Unit 2  Activity 15
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